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Abstract
Rigid motion is a transformation consisting of some rotations and
translations operation which leave a given shape or arrangement
unchanged. In other words, a rigid motion of a shape is a way of moving
the shape without bending tearing or distorting it, so that it looks the
same. Reflectiorl on the other hand, is the operation ofexchanging all
points of a mathematical object with their mirror images (i.e., reflections
in a minor).
This paper is aimed to discuss the set of rigid motion and reflection of
some shapes, together with the operation of compositions which form a
group, called the group of s;rmmetries, of the shape. The operation of
compositions is commonly written in usual order, (for example, if r
means rotation, and ft reflects about horizontal axis-ft, then the operation
ur o h" means we do rigid motion Ir first, followed by r). This paper also
shows that the rigid motion can be wrifien as permutation, but not all
permutations are rigid motion.
Keywords: rigid motion.
1. Rigid motion$
Weisstein (1999) stated that a rigid motion is a hansformation consisting of rotations and
translations which leaves a given arrangement unchanged- Similarly, chick (1998) said
that the group of rigid motion (without reflection) of a shape consists of all the ways in
which that shape can be placed in the same loolq together with the operation of
composition.
2. The group of symmetries
The group of all symmetries of a shape consists of all rigid motions plus reflections as well
such that the look ofthe shape remains unchanged. Rigid motion can be discussed in a
very large topics, in two or three dimension materials. In physics, to described the motion
of the rigid body, they used to system of coordinates, a spaced-fixed system -f,, y, Z to let
the body move rigidly, and the moving system -{, V, Z which is rigidly fixed in the
body/material and al the same time, participates in its motions. For this paper, we only
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discuss about the fixed system where the body moved rigidly. Together with reflection,
then the group of syrnmetries of some regular polygons will be briefly shown.
3. Permutation Group
A permutation of a set .{ is a bijection from X to itself or in hlgh school mathematics, a
permutation of a set X means a roarangement of its elements. The farnily of all
permutations of a set X, denoted usually by Sx , and is called the syrrmetric group on X(Rotnan, 1996). When-f, = {1,2,3, ..., nl, then Sr is denoted by & , and it is called the
group of permutation of n elements or the s5mmetric group on n elements. We know that IS, I = n !. Recall that Sz is an abelian so 52 is isomorphic to 22. However, & is non-
abelianforr)3.
Not€ that the rigid motion can also be written as permutations. Example,
':F,,1] '= [,r,1
r:l'^',',\ and 
'=[1r,r]
It is, however, easily to see that not all permutations are rigid motioq such as
In these c:mes, p and s are permutatioq but they are not rigid motions, since the
arrangement ofthe parallelogram has been changed.
Example: Risid Motion of a Parallelogram with a risht ansle.
Consider the group of rigid motion and also the group of symmetries of a rectangle (a
parallelogram with a right angle, and consequenfly, four right angles). We want to
determinq with reasorl the group which arises from the group of that planar shape.
'=1:;N and '=[;:N
Fig.l The simmelries group of Parallelogram
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The elemenr o{$e qroun of symmehies would be p: {d r, u, i} where:i = identity..motion'/ = rotate anti-clockwise byZy 
= reflect about vertical axis _ vi = reflect abouthorizonAl a:<is_ }
so, the operations of composition can be uritten as on rhe foflowing table:
Trblc l. The Cayley Table of the group of synmetries of a rectangle
The caley table above shows the results of the operations of composition of rigidmotionq suchas vor= h=ro!,inotherwords, rotate anti-clocf.n is"fyA folbwedbyreflect about vcrtical axis 
- 
v gives resurt *-#" as reflect abo,t horizontar axis _ rrfollowed by rotate anti-clockwi-se by z rhis ir u ro* erement group, which is, in fac!isomorphic to a direct sum of Zz@ L
4. Dihedrals Group
For each n e t, n 2 3' r*t D2obe tle set of symmetries of a regular z 
- 
gon (Dummit, 23)where a svmmetv is anvdeid *otion oiuJl 
- 
gon which &n be .ff;;; by hking acopy of the ,, 
- 
go., moving this.copy in any fashion in 3-space ; til-t ["g the copyback on the original , 
- 
gon so it eiacfly .lr"olt. D,, is'cauJihe a,,"Lr group oforller2n. [n some texts the grotrp i, *itt"o 
^ 
O" *fr". tfr. *G;;;;;;;ilr,o o"gr..or a number of vertices: n9y."* tlre- subscrips'grve the orO", Li fi. gori^*U,., ,fr_ udegree is more cornmon in the group th"d lj;;#iou._iq z+y.
trtxbeanynonempty{andlet s;bethesetofallbijectionftomxtoitself (i.e.,theset of alt permurations otX-). fte G s, i, Ji"itl,"iyr;;;;r;ffie set_I Inspecial cases when ,f : {1,2,3,..: ,.n1, * ,r;;. group on X anO is Oenotea Uy ,X,the symmetric group of degree 
-2. lt is importaniio ,..ogrir; that flr; ;;;;;; of sy arethe permutations ofx, not rhe erement 
"f?Gii.'$n."^-g: ,t r.t"r1il'ir-iJpenos onryon the cardinality of x' not on the p"rti.rr* 
"i".*t of x itserf, it gives resulias if x isany finite set with r eleme11:, Oenitre r6*il};up S; ..Ioob likc, 5,, where S, is apermutation group of z elements.
o I t v b
, t I v h
I t , h v
v v h t t
h h v I I
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5. Rigid Motion of Regular Polygons
We shall see an important family of examples of symmetry groups whose elements a
symmetries of geometric objects. For this reasons, rrye see the simplest subclass of
geometric objects, those objects in form ofregular planar figures.
a. Trienglc
Triangle is a polygon of tlree sides. A regular triangle is a triangle which is both
equilateral (all side of equal length) and equiangular (all interior angles of equal measure).
FigZ. Tlu symmetries group of Regular Triangle
The group of synmetries for the regular triangle above would have six elements.
elements can be listed as in T: lr, rr, ta v, d1, d2| where :
i = ident$motion
rotate anti-clopkwlxby 2/t I7
12 : rctats anti-clockwise by I %IIy = reflectaboutverticalaxis-ydr: reflectionabout y = xlan300 =%.'b x
dz = reflection about y : x tan l50o = 
-%13 x
Its operations of composition can be written on the following table:
Table 2. The Cayley Table of the group of symmetries of a triangle
Its
o I f1 f2 v dr dz
I I Ir f, v d, d,
lr Ir lt I d d, v
lt tt t f1 d, v d
v v d, dt tz l1
a dr v d2 ?t I tt
d, d, v tt \ I
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By looking at the composition above, it can be seen that the group of symmeties T above
isnotcommutative(4 ou= 11 but v od1= ez ), soitcannotbe isomorphictoadirect
sum of k @ 24 nor 25 since none of its elements has an order of six. But theq since a
regular triangle is a regular polygon (z 
- 
gon) where z equals 3, then the regular triangle
can be called the dihedral group ofdegree 3 and is denoted by D6 It implies the Cayley
table above is, in fac! also isomorphic to D6 However, since rigid motion (together with
reflection) can be written as permutation, that it is isomorphic to S:. It means that T = {i,
t11 ty V,4, dzl 
= 
Do 
= 
S:
b. Square
Since a square is a regular polygon (n 
- 
gon) where z equals 4, then the square can be
called the dihedral group of degree 4 and of order I so it is denoted by D6. We shall
discuss the rigid motion together with reflection of square, with the operation of their
composition which form the group of synmetries.
Y =-x
Fig3. The symmetries group of Sqwre
The group of symmeties for the square above would have eight elements. Its elements can
be listed as in a group S = {i, ry tz, ts,'t, h, dt, tlz} wh€re :i : identity motion
t : rotate anti-clockwise W'/, il
12 : rotata anti-clockwiseby,Il
r: : rotakanti-clockwise W I % ni : reflectionabouthorizontal u<is- hy : reflection about vertical axis 
- 
y
4 : reflection abouty: ,d2: reflectionabout y : 
-,
and the operations of composition can be written on the Table 3 below.
Itcanbe notedthat S is a non-abeliangroup (1 oh : il and h o4=d).The operation
of composition of rotations give rotations, the operations of flips followed by rotations or
rotations followed by flips will leave the result as flip operations, but the operation of
compositions of the flips (flips followed by flips) give results as rotations.
Also note that Dj can be generated by only two operations. Let g = rotation anti-clockwise
by % I7 and f = reflection through vertical a:ris (= u). Then the elements of group can be
generated fromg andlf , where
i = go =fo = g 9 g o g o g = gt =1o7=y2\= g, rz= 92, tr= g!,
v=f, h=g'f,
4=g'f = fg, and dz=c f = fg',
In general cases, if it is given a regular planar polygon with r vertices (n 
- 
gon), g
represents rotation anti-clockwise by 2II/n, and.frepresents reflection about vertical axis.
Note that o ($ : n, and o (l) : 2, (ie. g' = i, utd j, = i 1.It can be seen rhar
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Table of the
By at the Cayley T above, then rotations a subgroup of S which is
isomorphic to Za.
which eventually give:
f g = g-' r= g*'.f
fgr = fg(s")
= g*'f(gr'r')
= g*t rg (g*'2 )
= g:'\g*'-f)@")
= g'*(r gt'\
= g" 
-gn2 (r gk-2 |
= g*'(rs")
= s*1 le*qf ): g*' \g"n'f ): g"-:*, ( g*r f ): g*f
Thisimplies fg* = guf
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Examplc:
InDr,wehaveoperationof f g'l'g'=f g'fg (since/2 =i=g')
So, fs'r's' : Iuritfr,n
= rs (snf): G'n(f)
= g'r'
:g,
6. GeneralizationslSummaries
For the group of rigid motion of a regular 4-gort (dihedral group D,), then the following
apply:
- lDr,l = 2n, lhe elements of a group of symmetries of a regular 
'?-gon 
arc n + n :
?n wlnch consi$s of n elements of rdation (by ZIVi, for i = 1, . . ., n) and also n
elements of reflections.
- Dzo is non-abelian for n > 3
- The elsments of D7 can also be writhn in the form of D2,: < g,f>where
Dn:<g,f>: l{s, l, '.',gnt, .f, S.f, s'.f"',g*'l\'
' <8> ={t'g, lr...,g*', g"=i'), w <g> e L'
- <g>isanormalsubgroupof D2 since(gt )'t g'gr= g-*+t+k: g' e<g
> and for arbitrary elenrenl we have(Srl)-, S,Sri- .f-, g-rg,grf = f-t g, f : = f 't(fg"-,)=g*' e.
o>
- <f>= $,f2=iI,fi<f> = Zz.
- <f> is not e normel subgroup of D:, , since 
-(i. ), f g, = g-,f g, = f--, r*, y = g"-r, I.Forn* 2r, then g,'2, f e
<l>
Spesially,g'' lg = g-t gt'tf * g*2.f.Forn *2, then g*'f 4<f>
- Dr,is (isomorphic to) a subgroup of & , since a rigid motion can be nn'itten as a
pemrutation. Further, D6 is (isomorphic to) a subgroup of Sr. Ds is (isomorphic
io) asubgroup of Sr. Inspecial case for n:3, since lD2nl:2n,then lD6 l:6'
and of course, I S, I = 6, so Dr = Sr.
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